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The concept of Bitcoin casino free spins resembles traditional casino promotions except in this case,
the package is offered in Bitcoin (BTC), and can only be used to play slots. Considering the volatility
of crypto market, Bitcoin casino free spins can end up raking in a fortune to players. Moreover, they
are trustworthy because the blockchain is naturally safe and transparent. BTCC has gathered
everything you need to know about the Bitcoin casino free spins, including the best bitcoin casino no
deposit bonus , guides on how to get and use the free spins and so on.

 

3 Best Bitcoin Casino Free Spins No Deposit Offers

1.mBit Casino – Safest Bitcoin Casino No Deposit Bonus to Win Real Money Games

mBit Casino is the best place for bonus spins. In addition to the usual welcome bonus of a 110%
deposit match-up, a new customer starts with 20 promo spins, followed by installments of 50 spins
for six consecutive days. The catch, however, is to use each package within 24 hours before they
expire. You will also be required to wager your winnings from the spins 35 times in less than two
weeks. For example, if you won $100 from your free spins, you will have to wager $ 3500 before you
can be allowed to withdraw the $100 profit plus any other additional gains. mBit casino will cancel
the earnings if you cannot meet these conditions by the end of the 14th day. Stick to playing Scroll
of Adventure, Lucky Sweets, and Slotomon when using free spins; otherwise, your best won’t count
toward wagering requirements. As of writing this article, the maximum bet size is 0.003BTC.

 

mBit casino has many other bonus spins promotions for existing players depending on the size of
one’s deposit. Here is a quick breakdown.

 

mBit also has a different type of deposit package, made up of only free spins without a bonus:

Deposit 0.0006 BTC and get 100 spins
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Deposit 0.0015 BTC and get 200 spins
Deposit 0.003 BTC and get 500 spins
Deposit 0.006 BTC and get 1000 spins

 

Players receive free spins automatically upon funding their accounts once they opt-in on this bonus.
Unlike the welcome promo, this one has a slightly higher wagering requirement of 40x in 14 days.

 

Pros

Excellent bonuses
Progressive jackpots
Licensed
More than 200 well-known games
Safe and secure
Excellent client service via live chat

Cons

Restricted in many states

 

2.BitStarz – Best Crypto Casino Platform for Bitcoin Gambling, Editor’s Pick

BitStarz is a user-friendly online casino widely known for its fast payments and massive collection of
games. The platform’s withdrawal process is considered one of the fastest. BitStarz accepts Bitcoin,
Bitcoin Cash, Litecoin, Ethereum, Ripple, Dogecoin, Cardano, Tron, Binance Coin, and Tether.
Therefore, the casino is one of the few with such vast cryptocurrency support.

 

This casino offers various bonuses, tournaments, and promotions. The company welcomes new
members with an interesting welcome bonus that varies depending on the game you choose and the
minimal amount you deposit, which starts with $5. The welcome bonus spreads through four stages,
and each stage unlocks free spins and bonus funds. They are available with the first four deposits.
Besides the welcome bonus, BitStarz also offers Monday reload bonuses, rewards, tournaments, and
a fantastic loyalty program that gives numerous perks to its members.

 

Pros

Numerous casino games
Excellent loyalty program
Many currencies are supported

Cons

Multiple restricted countries



 

3.7bit Casino – Popular Bitcoin Casino For Jackpot Slots

7bit Casino has recently emerged as one of the most popular online crypto gaming sites, which
boasts more than 4,000 different casino games to enjoy. If you like choice, then it’s the site for you.
Provably fair games are included and a good range of cryptocurrencies are offered alongside a top
class welcome bonus.

 

7bit Casino’s gaming library is ideal for mobile betting, and you can bet freely on both iOS and
Android devices anytime. You are promised the best online casino experience with 7bit Casino. The
website is user-friendly and you can get a sign-up bonus as well.

 

7bit Casino also offers new players a big welcome bonus. With this, players can receive up to 45%
cashback and real-time rakeback up to 15%.

 

Pros

Instant deposits
24/7 customer service is available
There are welcome bonuses
Safe and secure platform
Popular online casino
Extensive collection of games
Accepts both Bitcoin and Fiat currency

Cons

There are some withdrawal fees included
It might be restricted in some countries

 

Download App for Android Download App for iOS
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Free Spins Bitcoin Casino: Pros & Cons
Pros

Try out the latest slot games
Zero investment needed
Win actual money
Experience new casinos before depositing

Cons

Strict wagering requirements
Unfavorable minimum bet levels
Only a small number of spins awarded

 

Types of Free Spins in Bitcoin Casinos
There are generally two kinds of free spins; no deposit free spins and deposit free spins.

 

1.No Deposit Free spins

As you may have imagined, no deposit bonus spins are issued to players without a prior condition of
funding their gambling account. In most cases, free spins are a marketing method that casinos use
to attract new users to their platforms. Gambling sites may, hence, require you to complete your
profile to qualify for these offers. The number of spins one receives varies from one casino to
another. An average of 25 to 50 no deposit spins is common, but it could go to as high as 150. Keep
in mind that factors such as geographical location and the operator’s general terms and conditions
may alter the number of free spins being awarded to a player. You may or may not need a bonus
code depending on the TCs of individual providers.

 

Top Free Spins with No Deposit Offers

io– 50 bonus spins with no deposit
Mirax– 40 wagering spins with zero deposit
BitStarz– 20 no deposit free spins

 

2.On Deposit Free Spins

These are the exact opposite of no deposit rewards. They may be offered as new user welcome
deposit bonuses or existing player reload bonuses. In the first case, new players who have just
signed up and completed setting up their profile are required to deposit money in their gambling
account to become eligible. Most casinos require a minimum deposit of about $10 to $30 in BTC, but
the figure could go to as high as $50. Go through the Bonus Terms and Conditions before signing up
to ensure you understand what you’re getting into. Like with no deposit offers, some operators may
give you an activation promo code. There are also instances where you may need to contact the



support team for activation of your offer. Reload promotions are issued to motivate existing clients
to fund their accounts. They are mostly loaded automatically to a player’s account when one makes a
minimum deposit.

 

On Deposit Bonus Spins Top Offers

Fortune Jack– 50 spins with deposit
King Billy– 30 bonus spins after funding account
Foggy Star– 15 free spins on deposit

 

Download App for Android Download App for iOS

How and Where Can You Get Bitcoin Casino Free Spins?
The first qualification for getting promo spins is to have an account with a free spins BTC casino.
Keep in mind that bonus spins rewards vary depending on different player categories. Although each
casino may have its unique classification methods, it will be something like this:

 

New players: These are users who just signed up. So, if you click any of the links from our
above list of best Casinos with free spins, you’ll be in this category.
Existing players: These are players who have already started using the services of a casino,
played a few games and possibly made their first withdrawal already.
Loyal players: Loyal players are users that have demonstrated loyalty over time. Every casino
has its own techniques for recognizing player loyalty.
VIP players: Players could become VIPs by meeting specific minimum requirements. These
usually vary across different Bitcoin casinos.

 

As the name suggests, bitcoin free spins are only native to Bitcoin casinos. Stake.com, Cloudbet, and
7Bit casinos are some popular operators offering bitcoin casinos free spins.

 

Read the terms and conditions of a casino before signing up to ensure that you qualify for free spins.
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How Many Free Spins Can You Receive?
There is no standard number of free spins that bitcoin casinos give. It all varies from one operator to
another—the average ranges from about 20 to 50 spins, with most casinos leaning towards the lower
side. You may want to go for deposit, bitcoin casino free spins if you want to receive more spins.

 

Download App for Android Download App for iOS

How to Use the Free Spins Then?
Free spins from a no deposit bonus are usually only available for specific games. Often these free
spins will come with conditions such as a specific list of games where they can be used, and if you
require a deposit or if they’re available without a deposit.

 

Slots are split into high volatility and low volatility slots. Some casinos may also include average
volatility slots in their portfolio. High volatility slots require smaller investments, so users can
engage in them almost endlessly. Chances of triumphing are narrow, but victors take home a huge
pay when luck sides with them. The flip side is your free spins can be wasted without a single win.
On the other side, low volatility slots are best for gamblers who have enough time and huge capital.
Almost all your spins win when playing low volatility spins. The pay-out is, however, relatively small.
That’s why you need a deep pocket to make reasonable gains. When playing with free BTC casino
spins, these slots can give you a chance to accumulate small wins until you qualify for a withdrawal.
We recommend low volatility slots for beginners. They offer an excellent educational platform apart
from getting you excited by the constant small wins.

 

No Deposit Free Bonus Bitcoin Casino With No Wagering
Limit
No deposit, and No wager means you don’t require an initial deposit to activate your offer. What’s
more, you can start withdrawing your profits as soon as they stream in without any restrictions.
Wagering requirements usually prevent gamblers from enjoying profits until all the conditions are
met.
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Best Free Spins No Deposit No Wagering Requirements Offers

Rocketpot casino– 100 free no wager spins
22bet casino– 450 no deposit, zero wager spins
io – 350 no wager bonus spins

 

Download App for Android Download App for iOS

How to Get Free Spins with Bitcoin Casino Promo Code?
A bonus promo code is a snippet or a combination of characters that enters a player into a specific
bonus deal. It can be made up of letters, numbers, or both. For example, you may see something like
this.

 

Get XYZ1 Casino 200 FREE spins

Bonus Code: “BON202”

 

In the above example, “BON202” is your bonus promo code, and you need to use it to qualify for the
200 free spins being awarded. Once you click on the “Get Bonus” button or a similar one, a black
form will show up requiring you to fill in the bonus code to receive the free spins. The casino will not
award you free spins if you fail to do so.

 

Are Bitcoin Casino Free Spins Safe?
There is no safety question when it comes to bitcoin casino free spins. The blockchain technology
behind bitcoin is inherently safe and transparent. Besides, you have zero risk while using these free
spins since you don’t need to deposit your money in the casino.
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Bitcoin Casino Free Spins: Conclusion
Whether you’re totally new to wagering or are just looking to try out new casinos, free no-deposit
slots are a good way of getting a firsthand experience with a gambling site before committing your
hard-earned cash. New slot players can use this opportunity to play high volatility slots and enjoy the
excitement as they learn. For more reviews of the bitcoin casino USA, you can read our another
article Best Crypto Casino USA Online for Bitcoin Gambling (2023).

 

Sign up for BTCC now and claim special deposit bonus!
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